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This session is designed to highlight practical approaches 
to connect across differences, better align and connect as 

team members, promote person-centered problem solving 
and impart radical compassion to ourselves and each other 
as we showcase and uplift what matters and who matters.



Reflecting on Our Collective Successes in 
Diversifying our Talented Workforce 

and 
Moving the Needle in Equity and Inclusion

More 
• training (ODEI Learning and Development unit as well as others)
• technical support to for investigators
• collaboration on grant reviews (equity lens)
• opportunities to engage talented trainees (R25s, T32s and others)
• delineation of DEI in curriculum
• support medical student DEI unit building out and DEI coaches
• analysis of gender equity in research area & pay
• collaborative spaces and affinity groups
• connection with groups (basic science grad students, EWIS)



Differences

• “Go along to get along” – not pro inclusion of a variety of ways to get 
the job done.

• Brings strengths and perspectives (and better solutions)



“Where are you ‘from’?” 
Otherness

• Exclusionary Othering
• Uses power within relationships for domination or subordination

• Inclusionary Othering
• Uses power within relationships for transformation and coalition building
• Leads with creativity and curiosity about difference in creating connections

Canales, Mary K. RN, PhD. Othering: Toward an Understanding of Difference. Advances in Nursing Science 22(4):p 16-31, 
June 2000.

 Gender Physical Abilities

Skin color Age

Accent Communication Style

Language Sense of agency



Why Might There Be a ‘Tilt’ 
Towards Sameness?



How Might That Impact Our Colleagues?





Freedom of Speech and Academic Freedom



Psychological Safety

• Research findings – teams where it was ok to admit to making more 
mistakes had better outcomes that those who had to hide them. 
(1999, Dr. Amy Edmondson)

• Coined the term, “the belief that one will not be punished or 
humiliated for speaking up with ideas, questions, concerns, or 
mistakes, and the team is safe for interpersonal risk taking”



Ito A, Sato K, Yumoto Y, Sasaki M, Ogata Y. A concept analysis of psychological safety: Further understanding for 
application to health care. Nurs Open. 2022 Jan;9(1):467-489. doi: 10.1002/nop2.1086. Epub 2021 Oct 15. PMID: 
34651454; PMCID: PMC8685887.



Skill Building in Healthy Disagreements



NEW - Listening Spaces

• Advise us on how we can help and empower you in helping others.

• Express interest and attend Listening Spaces session



Radical Compassion

• Sympathy – (head) I understand what you are feeling

• Empathy – (heart) I feel what you are feeling

•Compassion – (ACTION)I am willing to take action to relieve 
suffering of others

• This could include being a witness to your experiences, 
• Help where I can help 

• HOW?
• Impact not content
• We align and support even if we don’t share the exact opinion.
• We align on the goal of supporting each other and of shared, common 

mission.





Finding Similar and Different – 
and 

Holding Both at the Same Time



How Could I Do That?

• NAME IT – recognize others and ask them to share what they are 
feeling

• UNDERSTAND-seek to understand ‘it sounds like and I understand you 
are feeling x’. Important to note – ‘I am afraid that what you need and 
what you are asking may not meeting your expectations’

• RESPECT – say ‘I respect where you are coming from and I want you 
to know that I am here to listen’

• SUPPORT – ”I support you. What do you need now that I can do?”

• EXPLORE - options for the future what you may need and what we 
can do going forward





DO Three Things
         What is One Thing:

1. I can do /week that micro affirms someone else on the 
team?

2. my work-circle could do (ex. training, attend event, 
affirmation, joining)

3. my larger work-circle (division,department,DEI and/or 
wellness) could do monthly (ex. training, host event, 
working on metrics..)?



Resources

• Learning and Development consult and training
• Research technical support consult
• DEI council (open)
• Departmental DEI members,
• SADI
• Student and Faculty Affinity Groups, 
• Engage in groups and committees
• Express interest in Listening Sessions
• Or just email us and we will connect you!



Questions and Answers



For Your Dedication and Attention!

REACH OUT: ms-odei@umn.edu
Or nunez170@umn.edu

BE KIND. PURSUE EXCELLENCE. MAKE A DIFFERENCE. 
TOGETHER!!

mailto:ms-odei@umn.edu




Q (After Intention and intro 2- ask this): would you briefly share impact that ODEI has made thus far? (just high level stuff)

Q: (after impact before slide 4) When we talk about ‘aligning across differences” – what kind of differences do you mean and why 
is it important to highlight this? (will run slide 4-8)

Q: (at slide 8 ask)Freedom of speech and academic freedom parameters can be confusing – can you explain about both of them?

Q: :(before slide 10) What does psychological safety mean and what role does everyone having accountability have in maintaining 
that? What pitfalls have you seen happen when people try to address psychological safety? (run 10-12)You’ve mentioned that it would be great 
if we can increase skills in having civil discussions and healthy disagreements –why? Why can’t we just avoid unpleasant stuff?

Can you give an example of healthy disagreements?

Q: (end of slide 12) It feels like the world at large pulls us away from each other, as a community. How do we counterbalance that? 
Can you say more about Listening Sessions?

Q: (end of slide 13) Can you speak a bit about Radical Compassion?
What are some things we can do to practice that?

Q: What do you feel is a big priority for us to address in 2024 and why & what inspires you?

Q: what advice do you have in dealing with challenges and setbacks? What can individuals, teams, departments, and leaders do 
now to move the needle in a positive direction?

Q: Can you share an elevator speech about practical approaches to align across differences and increase connections as we focus 
on our shared mission?

 AND what resources exist in ODEI and within the MS to advance the work
L&D, DEPT DEI, SADI, Student and Faculty Affinity Groups, Engaging in groups and committees

Just email us and we will connect you.


